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RB 35 on Mutual Service (I) 
 
This is one of those chapters in the Rule, whose title (Kitchen Servers of the Week) might incline one 
to turn the page to see what the next chapter is about, and yet whose content is of utmost 
importance. It is a good reminder of how completely monastic spirituality is incarnated in the 
temporal details of human life. Its opening paragraph conveys two lessons that also exemplify the 
way the Rule balances the cenobitic level and the individual level. Here is the text: 
 
The brothers should serve one another.  Consequently, no one will be excused from kitchen service 
unless he is sick or engaged in some important business of the monastery, 2for such service 
increases reward and fosters love.  3Let those who are not strong have help so that they may serve 
without distress, 4and let everyone receive help as the size of the community or local conditions 
warrant.  5If the community is rather large, the cellarer should be excused from kitchen service, and, 
as we have said, those should also be excused who are engaged in important business.  6Let all the 
rest serve one another in love. 
 
The first lesson is on the level of the community and interpersonal relationships: everyone must 
engage in service; no exceptions. The apparent exceptions are not really exemptions from service. 
They merely recognize the fact certain kinds of work and responsibility occupy a few people in a way 
that precludes kitchen service. They are not considered above that kind of work, just too busy 
elsewhere in equally or more important service. 
 
It is a good idea to take some time to let it sink in how different this scenario is from the predominant 
social models around us. Service jobs today tend to be the least desirable and worst paid positions 
in the workforce. Service workers clean office buildings at night when the usual staff is not there. On 
the peripheries of wealthy suburbs or vacation resorts live the people who do the laundry, clean the 
floors and look after the children and the elderly of the more privileged residents. There is never a 
lack of such work, but the preference is for workers and the work they do to go as unseen as 
possible. 
 
Monasteries that follow the Rule of Benedict’s insistence on mutual service are, then, counter-
cultural in a vivid way. No office dwellers versus periphery dwellers, no main dining room upstairs 
versus service staff canteen in the basement. All live and eat together; all provide the needed 
services to make that happen. It is really quite radical. From a community point of view the effect is a 
healthy leveling: brothers may have positions of more or less responsibility and may exercise more 
or less competence in different areas, but when doing community service together, mop in hand and 
rag in hand, they are simply brothers engaged in the same sort of necessary work for the common 
good. We too easily underestimate the profound effect this practice has on a community. 
 
The second lesson is experienced especially on the individual, personal level. Benedict teaches that 
“such service increases reward and fosters love.” The concept of reward does not appeal to 
everyone, but deserves some consideration, especially since Jesus speaks often of reward in the 
gospels. It is best not to see it in quantitative terms, as if some kind of currency were involved. What 
is increased and stored up is what Jesus promises in the Beatitudes. The reward is blessedness or 
happiness. Service, then, brings increase, in both present and future.  
 
Along with increased reward, Benedict mentions increased love. And, at the end of the paragraph 



we just heard, he emphasizes love as the main characteristic of mutual service: let them “serve one 
another in love.” This connection between service and love is not obvious or automatic. Benedict’s 
teaching here is based on experience. Service is usually difficult and depleting. The point is not that 
the service will necessarily be accompanied by loving feelings. Translating literally, Benedict says 
that ‘from service more reward and charity are acquired’. The service gradually makes us more 
loving people. In the short term kitchen service (along with all household duties) is common, menial 
work. When involved in it, we are up against the resistance of things, some loss of independence, 
and, perhaps most importantly, the need to be able to do things someone else’s way. Service is 
meant in part to wear us down, remove our individualistic edges, and bring us into close contact with 
our co-workers and the people we are serving. The increase of love comes at the price—a price well 
worth paying—of a reduction of our need to exercise self-will. Only with time does the self-
renunciation such service implies become second nature. Only with time does the increased love 
emerge. 
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